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Abstract—Attention over an observed image or natural sen-
tence is run by spotting or locating the region or position of
interest for pattern classification. The attention parameter is
seen as a latent variable, which was indirectly calculated by
minimizing the classification loss. Using such an attention mech-
anism, the target information may not be correctly identified.
Therefore, in addition to minimizing the classification error, we
can directly attend the region of interest by minimizing the
reconstruction error due to supporting data. Our idea is to
learn how to attend through the so-called supportive attention
when the supporting information is available. A new attention
mechanism is developed to conduct the attentive learning for
translation invariance which is applied for image caption. The
derived information is helpful for generating caption from input
image. Moreover, this paper presents an association network
which does not only implement the word-to-image attention, but
also carry out the image-to-image attention via self attention.
The relations between image and text are sufficiently represented.
Experiments on MS-COCO task show the benefit of the proposed
supportive and self attentions for image caption with the key-
value memory network.

Index Terms—image caption, attention mechanism, encoder-
decoder network, association network

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep learning has been successfully developing for natural
language processing [1], [2] and computer vision [3] such
as speech recognition [4], machine translation [5], dialogue
system, language understanding [6], reading comprehension,
image caption [7], image comprehension [8], image classifica-
tion [9], [10] and question answering [11] where the temporal
information in natural language can be learned by recurrent
neural network [12] or long short-term memory (LSTM)
[13]. There are twofold limitations in LSTM. First, temporal
information in LSTM is stored in an internal memory which
is basically limited to store abundant information in long and
rich history data. Second, the temporal information without
attention is basically a loose and insufficient representation
for natural language. This study presents a series of new
attention mechanisms for memory-augmented neural networks
where supportive attention is merged in memory network
which provides external memory for information storage in
the application of image caption [14]–[16].

In general, attention is used to identify the position of
interest for pattern classification [17]–[20]. The attention pa-
rameter is seen as a latent variable which is usually estimated
according to the classification loss. This paper directly op-
timizes the neural network which controls the attention by
minimizing the reconstruction error due to the supporting
data. We deal with image caption task which aims to find
the most likely natural sentence to describe the meaning in

an input image. We propose two attention methods to image
caption based on memory network. The first method is to
adjust the supportive attention in a question answering system
[21] to work for image caption. Using this method, an input
image is first encoded by convolutional layer. Convolutional
weights are trained by using the ImageNet dataset [22]. A
high-dimensional feature vector is encoded. This vector is then
attended multiple times to sequentially calculate the hidden
codes to produce different words in the transcription. In the
implementation, the supporting data are automatically acquired
by using the other attention method. The supportive attention
sequentially zooms in different objects of an image for text
generation. The second method is developed by combining
a self attention and a word-to-image attention which act as
complementary evidence for image caption. Again, an image is
encoded into a number of feature maps as an input memory by
a convolutional layer. Objects in an image are then represented
by memory slots. Self-attention is performed to attend the pairs
of objects of an image which are helpful for generating natural
language. The word-to-image attention is applied to attend the
object from individual words. A desirable text transcription
does not only reflect the individual objects in lexical level but
also characterize the relations of objects in syntactic level. This
method further incorporates a residual scheme to allow single
attention mechanism in sequential learning at each word. A set
of experiments on image caption are conducted to illustrate the
merit of the proposed methods.

II. ATTENTION MECHANISM

Automatically generating caption for an image plays a
crucial role for scene understanding which is one of the most
challenging tasks combining the technologies in computer
vision and natural language processing. A baseline system,
called the show, attend and tell (SAT) [7], was proposed
to mimic human capability to compress a large amount of
salient visual features into a meaningful text transcription. SAT
is basically implemented by an architecture consisting of a
convolutional neural network (CNN) as the encoder and a long
short-term memory (LSTM) network as the decoder. The CNN
encoder is used to extract high-dimensional visual features
from input image as shown in Figure 1. The pretrained VGG
19 [23] from ImageNet dataset was adopted. This model takes
the feature maps in convolutional layer as the input memory
similar to that in end-to-end memory networks for question
answering [11], [21]. The feature memory of an image is then
denoted by a three-dimensional cube M ∈ RH×W×C where
the H stands for the height, the W stands for the width, and
the C stands for the number of channels or feature maps. SAT
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then reshapes the memory cube into a two-dimensional matrix
M = {mi} ∈ RHW×C .

VGG 19

Fig. 1: Feature extraction by convolutional neural network.

 

Fig. 2: Architecture for show, attend, and tell (SAT) model

LSTM decoder is then applied to update the hidden state
ht at each time by using the previously-generated word ŷt−1
and a context vector zt by LSTM machine with parameter θh

ht = LSTM(ht−1, ŷt−1, zt, θh) (1)

and decode the output word ŷt by using a classification
network ŷt = fc(ht, θc) with parameter θc. The context vector
zt is calculated by zt =

∑
i αtimi using the attention weights

αt = {αti}. The attention weights are calculated by using
attention network fa(·) with parameter θa

αti =
exp eti∑
k exp etk

, where eti = fa(mi,ht−1, θa) (2)

or equivalently αti = softmax(fa(mi,ht−1, θa)). The LSTM,
attention and classification parameters {θh, θa, θc} are jointly
estimated according to stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
algorithm by minimizing the classification errors in terms
of cross-entropy error function between SAT outputs {ŷt}
and true words {yt} in caption. The overall architecture of
show, attend and tell is depicted in Figure 2. However, such
a baseline system is too simple to achieve significant result.
This paper presents two attention schemes to improve the per-
formance of encoder-decoder architecture for image caption.
One is the key-value supportive attention, and the other is
the self attention. Translation invariance or regularization is
performed. Multi-hop attention is implemented.

III. KEY-VALUE SUPPORTIVE ATTENTION

A new encoder-decoder architecture for image caption is
illustrated in left-hand-side of Figure 3 where the key-value
(KV) supportive attention (SA) is implemented. The attention
weights αt are sequentially calculated at each time t by an
attention controller which is shown in right-hand-side of this
figure. For ease of expression, the extension of SAT is denoted
by SAT-KVSA which consists of feature extractor, attention
controller, support reconstructer and word classifier. SAT-KV
is also implemented if only key-value attention is performed.

 
 

Fig. 3: Architecture for key-value supportive attention (left)
where the attention controller (right) is shown.

A. Feature extractor and attention controller

Similar to SAT, the proposed SAT-KVSA uses the same
VGG 19 as the pretrained CNN feature extractor to calculate
the high-dimensional memory matrix M = {mi} from input
image. mi denotes the supervector of features at location i. To
fulfill key-value attention, the same memory slot mi is used
to produce the key memory mk

i and value memory mv
i by

mk
i = WT

kmi + bk, mv
i = mi (3)

where {Wk,bk} denote the parameters to calculate key
vector. The attention controller is performed to calculate the
attention weights αt by using key vector mk

i . To do so, we
first transform the hidden state ht of LSTM network at time
t to the corresponding vector hkt in key space via a controller
network with parameters {Wa,ba}

hkt = ReLU(WT
a ht−1 + ba). (4)

The activation function based on the rectified linear unit
(ReLU) is applied. This key space specifically characterizes
the relations among different features i. We therefore calculate
inner product between memory and hidden state in key space,
and then run a couple of feedforward layers fa(·) with
parameter θα to find the attention weights using a softmax
function similar to Eq. (2)

αt = {αti} = {softmax(fa(mk
i ,h

k
t−1, θa))}. (5)

On the other hand, the value space is constructed to reflect the
semantic meaning by calculating the context vector ct. This
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context vector is calculated by a weighted sum over different
value memories ct =

∑
i αtim

v
i , which is the summary at

each time t. This summary contains the compressed infor-
mation for text transcription at each time t. The parameters
of key network {Wk,bk}, controller network {Wa,ba} and
attention network θa for finding attention weights in attention
controller are formed. Different from conventional attention in
SAT, the calculation of attention vector αt and context vector
ct in SAT-KV or SAT-KVSA uses individual key mk

i and value
memories mv

i , respectively. Separate memories in attention
scheme are helpful to find precise word-to-image summary.

B. Support reconstructer and word classifier
Traditional attention in SAT is fulfilled by minimizing the

classification loss due to caption words. This paper presents
the supportive attention for image caption where not only
the classification loss due to text transcription but also the
regression loss due to supporting data are minimized. In the
implementation, there is no additional data collection. The
context vector zt using SAT is treated as the useful guidance
or supporting data in implementation of SAT-KVSA. Our
motivation is to regularize the proposed key-value attention by
aligning the context vectors {zt, ct} between SAT and SAT-
KVSA at each time t during training procedure. Supportive
attention is performed for model regularization. The attention
controller is regularized by minimizing the regression loss

Lr =
T∑
t=1

(zt − rt)
2, where rt = fr(ct, θr). (6)

Translation invariance is preserved. An additional reconstruc-
tion network or support reconstructer fr(·) with parameter θr
is merged. At last, a classification network or word classifier
is introduced in SAT-KVSA to calculate the classification loss

Lc = −
T∑
t=1

|V|∑
k=1

ytk log ŷtk (7)

which is a cross-entropy error function between classification
outputs ŷt = {ŷtk} and true caption words yt = {ytk}. k is
the word index in a dictionary with vocabulary size |V|. The
classification output ŷt is initialized at the first time t = 1
with the flag < START > as a trigger to LSTM decoder.
The prediction of classifications outputs is calculated by a
classification network ŷt = fc(ht, θc) at each time where the
hidden state of decoder is sequentially updated by a recurrent
machine ht = LSTM(ht−1, ŷt−1, ct, θh). In this machine, the
previous state ht−1, the previously-generated word ŷt and the
context vector ct are concatenated as the inputs to LSTM
generator for next state ht. Accordingly, the regression and
classification losses are combined with a hyperparameter γ as

L = Lr + γLc (8)

and jointly minimized to estimate the parameters of key
network {Wk,bk}, controller network {Wa,ba}, attention
network θa, reconstruction network θr, LSTM network θh
and classification network θc in the proposed SAT-KVSA. The
word-to-image attention is implemented.

IV. SELF ATTENTION IN ASSOCIATION NETWORK

Using SAT-KVSA, the word-to-image attention is captured
by using mutual relation between image memory mk

i and word
state hkt−1 where the hidden state of word hkt−1 is used as
a query to attend the image memory mk

i . This scheme is
merged in supportive attention for image caption . Alterna-
tively, the self-attention is introduced to measure the image-
to-image attention where the image memories are mutually
attended. Memory mi is acted as the query to attend different
memories mj . All feature vectors in memory matrix are used
to attend all the other feature vectors in the same matrix.
The word-to-image attention and image-to-image attention are
both implemented to build an association network (ANet)
which is composed of feature extractor, encoder, decoder and
transducer as shown in Figure 4 where ŷt is the classifier
output as the prediction of caption word and xi is the image
input or memory slot mi. A state transducer is functioned to
continuously update the hidden state in decoder ht which is
used in classifier. An encoder-decoder network is built as a
memory module in ANet which is detailed in Figure 5.

State Transducer

Classifier

Fig. 4: Architecture for the proposed association network.

Self Attention

Image Features

Feed Forward

Add & Norm

Attention

Multi-hop Attention

Add & Norm

Feed Forward

Add & Norm

Fig. 5: Encoder-decoder network as a memory module.

A. Feature extractor and self-attention encoder

The feature extractor in ANet is implemented by CNN
similar to that in SAT and SAT-KVSA. The feature vectors
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{mi}Ni=1 are used to generate the key memories {mk
i }Ni=1

in word-to-image attention and the key memories {ms
i}Ni=1

in image-to-image attention as a kind of self-attention. The
key networks fk(·) and fs(·) are used as the transformation
functions to produce key memories mk

i = fk(mi, θk) and
ms
i = fs(mi, θs) for word-to-image attention and image-

to-image attention with parameters θk and θs, respectively.
The value memories in both attentions are the same as
mv
i = mi. Using this method, the encoder is implemented

for self attention. The features in memory matrix are used as
the queries to attend the other features in the same matrix.
An image-to-image attention is performed by using mutual
relation between any two features in memory matrix. This
self attention is able to generate some words which describe
the relation between two objects in an image. Image caption
can be improved accordingly. In particular, the key-value self
attention is performed by finding the attention weights αij
using the attention network fa(·) with two key memories ms

i

and ms
j at locations i and j, and the parameter θa

αij = softmax(fa(ms
i ,m

s
j , θa)) (9)

where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N . Self-attended context vector is then
computed by using the value memories {mv

j}Ni=1 in a form
of m̂i =

∑
j αijm

v
j . In this self-attention encoder, a residual

block is further added and normalized with the feedforward
block. Learning convergence and model flexibility are both
enhanced. The self-attended context vector m̂i is refined as
new input to decoder. Decoder uses this refined context vector
to attend and extract semantic information in an image.

B. Decoder and transducer

Decoder is designed to generate the final context where the
word-to-image and image-to-image attentions are sequentially
performed by using two memories. The first memory is the
original feature or value memory mv

i , and the second memory
is the self-attended context memory m̂i. The decoder module
uses the hidden state of transducer (or recurrent machine based
on LSTM) ht−1 as the query to attend the first memory mv

i

to fulfill the word-to-image attention by using weights {α(1)
ti }

z
(1)
t =

N∑
i=1

α
(1)
ti mv

i , α
(1)
ti = softmax(fa(mk

i ,ht−1, θ
(1)
a )).

(10)
The object in the image is found by the word in the caption.
After this first-stage attention, the context memory z

(1)
t is

refined by a residual network zt = fr(z
(1)
t , θr) to obtain the

second query. Then, the second-stage attention is performed by
using this query to attend the second memory m̂i, generated
by the encoder, to implement the image-to-image attention by
using the second attention weights {α(2)

ti }

z
(2)
t =

N∑
i=1

α
(2)
ti m̂i, α

(2)
ti = softmax(fa(ms

i , zt, θ
(2)
a )). (11)

The resulting context memory z
(2)
t conveys the information

including the relation between word and object and the relation

between objects themselves which are helpful for image cap-
tion. A kind of multi-hop key-value attention is implemented
in decoder. In this study, the attention networks fa(·) in
Eqs. (9), (10), (11) are functioned differently with individual
parameters θa, θ(1)a and θ(2)a , respectively. The inputs to these
networks are based on the key memories {ms

i ,m
s
j ,m

k
i }. In

decoder module, we additionally arrange a residual shortcut
to calculate the final combined context vector

ct = βẑ
(2)
t + (1− β)ht−1, β = σ(WT

β ht−1 + bβ) (12)

where β denotes the coefficient from an interpolation network
between context memory ẑ

(2)
t in encoder-decoder network

and static memory ht−1 in transducer. The parameters of
interpolation network consist of Wβ and bβ . In practice,
the residual shortcut possibly captures the relation between
objects, the information of objects themselves, and the other
semantic meaning in this association network. The hidden
state ht acts as an important role to predict caption word ŷt
and to extract the information from memory module via ct
at each time t. Similar to SAT and SAT-KVSA, the caption
words {ŷt}Tt=1 are predicted by the classification network
ŷt = fc(ht, θc) driven by the hidden state of LSTM transducer
which is calculated by ht = LSTM(ht−1, ŷt−1, ct, θh) at each
time t. The association network (ANet) is accordingly con-
structed. The parameters of key networks {θk, θs}, attention
networks {θa, θ(1)a , θ

(2)
a }, residual network θr, interpolation

network {Wβ ,bβ}, transducer network θh and classification
network θc are estimated by minimizing a single objective,
i.e. classification loss Lc in Eq. (7). There is no supportive
attention performed in ANet.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A series of experiments were conducted to evaluate the key-
value supportive and self attentions for image caption.

A. Experimental setup

The MS COCO caption task [24] contained the human
generated captions for the images in Microsoft Common
Objects in COntext (COCO) dataset [25] where the captions
were collected on Flickr images using the Amazon Mechanical
Turk. The images were gathered by searching for pairs of
80 object categories and various scene types on Flickr. The
goal of MS COCO image collection process was to gather
the images containing multiple objects. A user interface was
designed to gather the captions. There were 414K captions
for 83K images in training, 203K captions for 41K images in
validation, and 379K captions for 41K images in testing. The
baseline system was implemented for image caption using the
show, attend and tell (SAT) model [7]. The proposed SAT-
KV (key-value attention), SAT-KVSA (key-value supportive
attention) and ANet (self attention in association network)
were carried out for conducting the comparison. The experi-
mental settings of memory networks were referred to [21]. The
same architecture of LSTM was used in different methods.
Selection of γ in Eq. (8). In the experiments, the attention
weights were analyzed. Different models were evaluated by the
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metric of BLEU [26] which measured the closeness between
the estimated caption and the human caption by matching the
unigram, bigram, trigram and fourth-gram (BLEU-1, BLEU-2,
BLEU-3 and BLEU-4).

Fig. 6: Illustration for the estimated attention weights of the
estimated words corresponding to two example images.

B. Experimental result

First of all, the attention weights αt of the generated caption
words ŷt at each time t corresponding to two example images
are displayed in Figure 6. SAT-KVSA is evaluated in this
caption. The value of attention is reflected by the degree
of whiteness. It is obvious that the attention weights clearly
spotlight on the location of objects in the first image while
generating the words including ‘boy’, ‘bed’ and ‘laptop’. The
attention weights are gradually changed to move the focus not
only on the objects but also the adjectives (‘young’, ‘sitting’)
and the determiner (‘a’) which construct the meaning of a
sentence. Similar performance is obtained when spotlighting
on the objects (‘bed’ and ‘blanket’) and adjectives (‘brown’
and ‘laying’) in the second example. But, the object ‘cat’
is misclassified into a ‘dog’. Basically, supportive attention
can improve identifying the location of objects and adjectives.
Table I reports the BLEU values of using different methods.

The proposed SAT-KV, SAT-KVSA and ANet consistently
perform better than baseline method using SAT. The precise
attention with separate key memory and value memory does
work. The supportive attention with external supporting in-
formation from standard SAT is helpful. In this comparison,
the self attention in ANet works as good as the supportive
attention in SAT-KVSA. ANet does not require supporting
data but needs additional computation and storage to perform
word-to-image and image-to-image attentions. Table II show
the experimental result on ablation study using ANet. The
complete implementation of ANet is further simplified to the
variants without using residual block and without using both
residual block and gating shortcut in Eq. (12). It is found that
the residual blocks in encoder and decoder and the information
shortcut in decoder are equally important in implementation
of ANet in terms of BLEU values. However, the number of
parameters in complete ANet is increased as well.

model BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4

SAT 65.83 45.07 30.82 21.36
SAT-KV 67.13 46.16 31.78 22.36
SAT-KVSA 68.73 48.23 33.73 23.21
ANet 69.11 48.53 33.97 23.38

TABLE I: BLEU scores by using different SATs and ANet.

model BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4

ANet 69.11 48.53 33.97 23.38
ANet w/o res 68.23 46.23 32.31 22.66
ANet w/o res & short 67.82 46.03 32.03 21.92

TABLE II: BLEU scores for ablation study on ANet.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has investigated the importance of attention
mechanisms to spotlight useful information for text transcrip-
tion of an input image. The supportive attention and self
attention were proposed in an encoder-decoder architecture
under the show, attend and tell model and the association net-
work model, respectively. The key memory and value memory
were separate in a memory network for image representation
so as to carry out the attention weights and context vector,
respectively, for precise word prediction. The key-value sup-
portive attention and key-value self attention were performed.
There was no extra cost in collection of supporting data, but
additional computation from baseline system was required.
Supportive attention acted as an alignment or regularization for
attention scheme. Association network captured the word-to-
image and image-to-image attentions via multi-hop attention
procedure where traditional and self attentions were both
performed. Experimental results showed that both advanced
attention schemes improved the performance of image caption.
Supportive attention did identify the locations or evidences in
word caption. Residual blocks and information shortcut were
helpful in association network for image caption.
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